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Weight loss is one of those subjects that everyone
is always talking about. It seems you can’t go
anywhere without seeing or hearing some type of
weight loss message. Stories of the dangers of not
losing weight appear regularly on the nightly news.
Retail outlets and the internet both are full of weight
loss books and products. Weight loss is discussed
in medical centers and at schools and even in the
workplace.
Hey, we all want to shed some pounds and get
back to the body that we had when we were
younger and didn’t appreciate it but it takes
discipline, planning, and dedication to make that
happen. All too often people shed 10 or 15 pounds
and then seem to stop losing weight. There is
definitely a reason this happens and it should not
be seen as a failure or an excuse to give up on your
weight loss goals. Here are 7 absolutely killer ways
to maximize your fat burning routine and help
ensure success with your weight loss goals.

Don’t Skip
Breakfast
The morning meal jump
starts your metabolism and
helps to prevent bingeing
later in the day.
A cup of coffee does not
count – the caffeine and
added sugar may give you
a bit of energy and
suppress your appetite for
a little while it is sure to
backfire into severe hunger
and you will be more likely
to overeat later.
Breakfast should include
complex carbohydrates like
whole grain (granola or
oatmeal), along with some
protein and fat (lowfat
yogurt or milk), will keep
your energy levels even
and hunger in check.

RULE 1

RULE 2

Eat more
often

Get into the habit of eating every three to four hours or at least
four times a day. Eating frequently stabilizes blood sugar when
blood sugar drops too low you want to eat…a lot. By keeping
your blood sugar stable you can control your appetite and keep
your metabolic rate high. When you go many hours without eating
your body will compensate by slowing down to conserve
energy…this effect hurts your weight loss efforts.

Eat protein
at every
meal
Protein will help to reduce your
appetite, it takes more energy and
time to digest, in effect you feel full
longer than eating carbohydrates
alone. Research shows that eating
more protein can help you lose
weight without cutting calories.
Try these protein possibilities:
turkey on whole wheat; hummus
and pita; vegetarian chili; fruit and
nuts; or protein snack bars that
contain 12 or more grams of protein.

RULE 3

RULE 4

Hold off on
snacking

Many of us grab a snack for
quick energy when we are
feeling tired. But do not
confuse true hunger with
fatigue. If you are feeling
tired go for a 1520 minute
brisk walk. This will raise
your heart rate and give you
a boost of energy.
Follow it up with a large
glass of cool water. If you
are truly hungry have a
protein and complex
carbohydraterich snack
like; whole wheat crackers
and peanut butter or lowfat
cheese.

Consume
enough
for your
body’s
needs
Eating too little slows your
body’s metabolism the same
way eating too infrequently
does. If you want to lose weight,
do not slash your calories too
drastically. Instead, cut out
some of the extras in your diet –
things like soda, juice, packaged
goods or candy.
Processed foods tend to be
high in fat and calories and low
in vitamins, minerals, and fiber.

RULE 5

RULE 6

Slow
and
Steady
is Best
Slow and steady weight loss is better (and safer) than riding
the dieting roller coaster. If you’re looking for longlasting
weight loss results, aim to lose an average of about two
pounds each week. In order to lose weight, you’ve got to
consume fewer calories than you burn.
As a bonus, when you combine dieting with exercise, you’ll
be reducing your caloric intake and increasing your caloric
burn rate at the same time.

Save Your
Money

Don’t spend your hardearned money on the
latest weight loss gimmicks. Pills, fad diets,
hypnosis, and extreme surgical procedures
are not the answer!
These gimmicks won’t slim you down, but
they will fatten the bank accounts of those
who promote them!
Eating a nutritionallybalanced diet of fruits,
vegetables, good fats and lean proteins will
encourage weight loss faster than any
miracle cure you can buy.

RULE 7

Weight
Loss is a
Way of Life

RULE 8

Unfortunately, the issue of
weight is something that
most people will struggle
with throughout life. Excess
processed foods and a
sedentary lifestyle are the
two biggest contributors to
this constant struggle.
If you want to lose weight
and keep it off, you’ve got
to change the way you think
about food. It should be
thought of as a source of
fuel, not a passion.
Successful weight loss
really is about making
lifestyle changes, including
making the right food
choices, and then sticking
with those choices
throughout life.

Weight Loss is
RULE 9 More Than a
Number
When you’re dieting, don’t become a victim of
the dreaded scale. When the numbers go
down, happiness goes up. But when the
numbers stay the same or go up, it is easy to
give up and give in. Remember that even if
your weight isn’t changing as you would like,
your body is.
You’ll be taking better care of your heart. You’ll
be lowering your cholesterol levels. You’ll be
sporting a leaner body and your clothes will
begin fitting more comfortably. When you learn
to find joy in these other benefits, you’ll want to
keep on being a loser!

RULE 10

Anaerobic
Exercise
If you think you can just run laps or
pedal that fat away, think again.
Muscle tissue is what burns the most
calories in our bodies and you need
to lift weights in order to create
bigger muscles that will burn more
calories. Now although aerobic
exercises such as cycling or
swimming are also necessary, the
fact remains that building bigger
muscles is the best way to lose
weight and keep it off. This is
because you are creating a more
efficient calorieburning machine by
lifting weights which will ensure your
success with your weight loss goals.

Warm-up
RULE 11 and Cool
Down

Warming up before exercising and taking the time to
cool down afterward with some light exercises are
not generally seen as essential to a fat burning
program. However, the reason why a lot of people
tend to give up on their weight loss goals is because
they failed to see the progress they hoped for when
they began.
An injury, even one that only lasts for a few days,
can set your weight loss goals back by weeks and
lead to a loss of stimulation. You need to plan an
extra twenty minutes into your weight lifting routine
for these two essential activities or you risk injury
and derailing your weight loss plan.

Diet, Diet,
Diet

RULE 12

This should not be a killer way to maximize your
weight loss goals but it is. The reason for this is
because people tend to think of losing weight in
two ways: diet, or exercise. Hey, these two go
hand in hand and you are never going to
maximize your fat burning routine in the gym
unless you take care of your body outside of the
gym.
Stop thinking of meals in terms of three: instead,
think 5 meals with smaller portions. The FDA
recently developed a new food pyramid with this
very idea in mind and you should check it out
before starting your fat burning program
because it can save you a lot of time and
energy if you get the diet part figured out before
even stepping into the gym.

Plan
RULE 13
Workouts

The body is the most complex machine
on the planet and you can’t just hope to
step into a gym and jump on a machine
or some weights and think that you are
going to see the results you want
without knowing how they affect your
body. The ideal exercise routine is
done only 3 or 4 times per week and
only for 3045 minutes at a time.
You cannot work your body more than
this because it will actually cause your
muscles to break down which means
you will be burning fewer calories, and
therefore, not maximizing your fat
burning routine in the gym. If you have
any doubts about what kind of routine
is ideal for your goals, don’t be afraid to
consult a physical trainer to help you
set up a program that is best suited for
you.

Nutritional
RULE 14
Supplements

If you really want to maximize your fat burning routine in the
gym, then you need to consider using nutritional supplements.
Now I am not talking about those crazy supplements that
promise to burn fat for you while you sit and watch tv! I am
talking about essential fatty acids, amino acids, whey
protein….things that will truly maximize your workouts that you
can’t always expect to get in the foods you eat every day.
Again, consult a physical trainer if you want to know which
supplements are best for your weight loss goals.

Set
RULE 15 Weekly
Goals
I know that this just
seems terribly obvious but
the truth is that most
people are not thrilled with
the idea of working out so
it is easy for them to skip
a session or indulge in
some pizza and think that
they will make up for it
next time.
Listen, next time never
comes and when you stop
seeing the scales go
down, the motivation just
seems to stop. By setting
weekly goals, you can
track your progress and
make it that much more
likely that you will adhere
to the goals when you see
things are not going as
expected.

No More
RULE 16
Late
Night
Snacks
This one may not seem to make sense, but I assure
you that it will help maximize your fat burning
exercises. The reason is your metabolism. When
you eat right before you go to bed, it throws your
body off and you probably notice that you awaken
and don’t feel hungry.
Then, you skip breakfast entirely or only snack on a
bagel or something on your way into work.
The result: the body goes into conservation mode.
This means that it slows down your metabolism and
that means you are burning fewer calories
throughout the day. Plus, it increases the likelihood
of snacking and basically just sets the scene for a
bad cycle. Eating five smaller portioned meals per
day also has to do with your metabolism as it has
been found that metabolism remains highest when
there is a consistent supply of food in the body. You
might not believe that late night snacking affects the
way your body burns fat when working out, but it
does.

RULE 17
To process calories, the
body needs water and if
the body is still gently
dehydrated, the
metabolism might slow
down.
According to a study,
adults drinking eight or
more glasses of water a
day burned calories to a
greater extent than adults
drinking four glasses of
water.
In order to be hydrated,
you should drink a glass of
water or any other
unsweetened beverage
before taking meals.

RULE 18

Stop Talking
About Weight
Loss!
All that talk about how
much you want to lose
weight isn’t going to make
the weight come off.
You’ve got to take action,
starting right now.
So take this simple
advice: Stop moving your
mouth and start moving
your body! It won’t take
long to begin seeing the
results.

Now some of the things listed above
are obvious while some just seem
silly. And yet, taken together and
consistently adhered to, these 18
little ideas will maximize your fat
burning and get you to that body
you can see in your mind but not the
mirror far quicker than if you just go
about things in a disorganized and
inconsistent manner.
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